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2013 Achievements

- GiHA training, set up SGFPN
- Negotiations with SLs
- Raising issues in Sector Mtgs
- Join ISWG
- Gender Marker Trainings
- RRP6 Sector Response Planning
- RRP6 Peer Review Panels
- All RRP6 code 2A
- Sectors commit to Gendered P.I.s
Making a GEM Difference

Sector Training

Engage CCCM, ISWG, ERF Board

Track changes in GPIs

Coord strats to address SADD

Leadership on GEM by SLs

Regular discussion in sector mtgs
Sector Gender Focal Point Network Support

- Clarify roles; Monitor performance
- Share Stories; Map good practice
- Training: Beginner, Refresher, Advanced
- Mentoring, Coaching, Peer Support
Unanswered Questions

- How best to engage actors in the field?
- How to attract and engage SGFPs to undertake the functions?
- How to negotiate Agency recognition of SGFP work?
- How to monitor GEM: as a sector or by agency?